
Press Release and Press release update:

NewsNetNowWire has been closely monitoring developments related to the contents 
previously posted in this PRESS RELEASE, including all updates provided by CTO'S investigative 
reporting for Mr. Philip Gildred, Mrs. Carolina Gildred, Mr. Michael Foster, Chief Executive Officers 
of EmeraldSD, Gildred Development Companies and FMT Consultants New York and California 
States, and local townships Del Mar, Rancho Santa Fe San Diego and New York City.
Officials of relative concern have also been provided with a copy of this Press Release update.

In an effort to keep all our readers updated and properly informed, as well as protecting our 
business from wrongful accusation or fake news reporting, included here as a precautionary 
measure are the newly updated Press Release with a brief disclosure of the current status of the 
news point by point in order of priority that have been put in place.

• #1. A Parody Synopsis at https://twitter.com/GildredTom (Tom Gildred 
astoundingly bruised ego). In response to TG's efforts to support wife's mad ideas and 
attorneys "Story Catch & Kill" strategy.

• #2. Post 1: A timeline of evidentiary circumstances accelerates an aggressive stretch of 
insinuations across states both California San Diego & New York City. The Gildred couple 
extracted a summary of sundry moments predetermined by a psychotic prescription 
prescribed by Mrs. Gildred's divorcée a debunk Psychiatrist Dr. Manuel Orlando Garcia.

• #3. Jealousy is the retort #1, that threatens to kill: Mrs. Gildred's mindset to defuse anger 
in Mr. Tom Gildred for her infidelity is settled as Tom's perfect Adult Mental Afluenza status 
cannot be ridiculed.

• #4. Jealousy the retort #2 threatens to kill: Mrs. Gildred, Attorneys Jennifer Bogue, and 
Seth Alan Rafkin introduced plans for a frivolous lawsuit in the New York Supreme Court 
naming Michael Foster as the predator for the exact crime in Torts the Gilred's are about to 
pursue. Michael Foster is poor, penniless, broke but ambitious. He's honest, courteous, a 
disciplinarian, brilliant and sophisticated. (Facebook.com/MichaelTango).

• #5. Tom Gildred crumbled: Instead of hiring a private investigator or kicking her and 
her attorneys to the curb, Mr. Gildred went with buckling knees as he crumbled in his 
emotional digress as the San Diego Gildred Namse degradation was enough to equate to 
garner Tom Gildred's full corporation in heart and monetary compensations.

• #6. At first Tom suggested an apology from the Couple to Michael will do. Instead 
attorneys, Mr. & Mrs. Gildred decided rather to trash the x-lover and all his business 
efforts https://FostersNet.com etc.

• #7. They then passionately Over-Planned: Over months & months targeting the x-lover in 
efforts to confirm his predetermined mental diagnosis. 

• #8. As a backup with the help of attorneys in New York and California Mr. & Mrs. Gildred 
further created 2 false criminal police reports - falsely stating they feared for their lives & 
of death threats, harassments and stalking from the x-Tango lover who (They Were 
SURE) had plans to return to the couple's San Diego home.

• #9. Mr. & Mrs. Gildred used parties known to be rivals to the x tango lover and others who 
are friends to Mrs. Gildred as they promoted defamation and inflicted severe emotional 
distress privately & publicly on Mr. Foster.

• #10. The San Diego Gildred Couple then launch a non-substantive Civil Lawsuit in the 
State of New York. "Gildred v Foster" 153554/2017 to which they gleefully up-played all of 
their lies including their false police reports.
As Seth Rafkin (Rafkinesq.com) and Jennifer Bogue the couple's attorney aligned 
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their careers and Cooley Law School legal legacy with the frivolous lawsuit. But things did 
not went thoroughly as the Gildred's or its attorneys sought. (Rafkin is a legal favorite of 
Tom Gildred in "Emerald Textiles vs Angelica Textiles"). Both are Cooley law partners. The 
frivolous lawsuit seeks monetary compensation in favor of the Gildred's in the amount of 
$250,000.00 from their poor, mentally insane x-tango lover.
Gildred v Foster 153554/201. Judge: The Honorable Louis L. Nock.

The attachments or links here include Gildred v Foster 153554/2017 factsheet, along with a 
more specific implementation letter, addressing the steps metrocommutesecurity.com is taking 
to address this evolving situation.

In summary,

In June of 2016 Mrs. Gildred Carolina approach Michael Foster owner of Foster's 
Economical Services Co. 1992 Inc. FostersNet.com, also a TANGO Dance Instructor/Professional 
20+ Years NYC. A single male who Mrs. Gildred have known for many, many years prior to her 
marriage to Tom Gildred. Her ideas lead to several 1st-class trips to San Diego Paid in full c/o 
Mrs. Gildred. Luxury hotel accommodations were included. The Mr. & Mrs. Gildred's infidelity 
story Catch & Kill method according to our sources was introduced by attorneys Seth Alan 
Rafkin, Jennifer Bogue (RafkinEsq.com*).

The San Diego Couple's Anger and Tantrum Emotions netted a series of unexpected non-
criminal reactions from Mr. Michael Foster. As the couple's anger grew stronger in retaliatory 
efforts their pursuit of a frivolous New York Supreme Court Lawsuit fell apart. Their false 
(NYC/CA) police reports garnered NO RESPONSE. A fake psychiatric diagnosis letter (Redacted: 
in Court filings Dr. Manuel Orlando Garcia Who's also Mrs. Gildred's x-Husband) was what it was. 
In simple a bogus mental diagnosis. Of each and all of which envelope an onslaught of 
constructive privacy invasive conduct stretching from the couple's home base of Las Ventanas 
Del Mar San Diego to the City of New York to destruct and place into array the life of a known 
Tango Instructor and young aspiring entrepreneur.

Attempts to Blackmail Mr. Foster by contacting old colleagues: Joan Snitzer A professor at 
Bernard College* Paul & John Pellicoro former DanceSport Owners* and others joined to produce 
disparaging emails, newsletters in secret FB and other social media platforms. It was the certain 
prerequisite connected to a Mr. Michael Foster predetermined mental status. At worse though 
was the invasions of Mr. Foster's privacies as it became infused with chitty-chatter to suppressed 
Landlords, colleagues and Michael's business clients to resist favor doing business etc, and to 
provided reports and updates on Mr. Foster's whereabouts to the Gildred's or their attorneys 
Seth Rafkin and Jennifer Bogue.

Mr. Foster was followed by strangers and acquaintance multiple times and allegedly stalked by 
professional actors who unseemly had interest in Mr. Foster's personal lifestyle, workability and 
general character.

CarolinaGildred.com simply describes the Couple's insistent madness. Its content never intended 
to defame anyone neither will it ever state anything outside of what the Gildred's have done to 
Mr. Michael Foster and Mr. Foster's overall experience with Mr. & Mrs Tom Gildred.
The Gildred Couple have accumulated a vexation in alignment with the Gildred Evil Money*. To 
that which equates to insistent contempt for authority as in the Gildred Tom exact words: Every 
Authority Have A Price*.

In summary,
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We are taking the following precautionary measures to support reduction and elimination, as well 
as to ensure the least disruption to Mr. Michael Foster's business operations kindly view below 
copy of prior PRESS RELEASE Newsletter and stay updated.

Please read the letter in its entirety as it also addresses important changes to Mr. Foster's 
business operations.

Thanks,

EDITOR IN CHIEF
CaribbeanTimes.org
NewsNetNowWire.com

*: Seth Alan Rafkin, Jennifer Bogue (RafkinEsq.com*): Along with 
websites https://carolinagildred.com, https://tomgildred.info & a hosts of other urls Rafkinesq.com was also registered 
during the same period. Rafkin's Quote "He's either have to come after you or go crazy in either case he'll still be crazy".
Joan Snitzer A professor at Bernard College*: It is allege that Ms. Joan Snitzer made herself a lover-prospect of Michael 
Foster. She wanted to move to Germany with Michael who spent many hours al beit as a friend with her. From discussion 
of her lock-jaw dental anatomy medical set-backs to jokes of her dog dying from eating too much "P" not "Butter" to 
sighting her in relations questionable attesting her to be the "Joan Sandusky" of Bernard Collège NYC. Joan Snitzer 
introduce Michael Foster to many of her "Assistants" a professor perk from her workplace.
Paul & John Pellicoro former DanceSport Owners*: Both brothers are known to have questionable public and private 
relations with passed resident instructors. There's always a war of words and The Pellicoros are allegedly ready to act as 
professional ligation witnesses against any of their pass or present resident dance instructors.
Every Authority Have A Price*: #1. Once at a local Del Mar Restaurant Mr. Gildred dined on red wine & Shredded Chicken 
Breasts, Carolina a glass of Carbone and Mr. Foster Cranberry juice in wine glass laced with house red. A known San 
Diego political couple joined a number of seats left of us as Mr. Gildred Quoted: "That's the only Couple in San Diego 
Politics Who Thinks They cannot be bought". #2. In a one-on-one conversation with Mr. Tom Gildred in San Diego as Mr. 
Gildred was being chauffeured - He pointed to a man who appeared to be homeless at the street corner and cautioned 
the driver to pull alongside up ahead - He handed the MDP a single $1. bill who was gleefully accepting and addressed his 
as "Thank you Mr. Gildred". In turn Mr. Gildred admitted the man was once his gardener who unsuspectingly 
disrespected his order to keep quiet of an allege under-age affair. 
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